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Like fine wine, good tea is a gastronomic delicacy that possesses a deliciously wide range 
of aromas and flavors. And, just like an excellent wine guide would do, this richly illustrated 
volume initiates drinkers into the art of tasting, making, and serving. A careful examination of 50 
grand cru teas—including some of the best-known varieties available—will give drinkers a new 
appreciation of what goes into a cup.
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DISCLAIMER
Reviewers are reminded that changes may be made in this uncorrected proof before books are printed.  
If any material from the book is to be quoted in a review, the quotation should be checked against the 
final bound book. Dates, prices, and manufacturing details are subject to change or cancellation  
without notice.

For publicity inquiries, please contact:  
Blanca Oliviery at (646) 688-2548 or boliviery@sterlingpublishing.com

ON SALE OCTOBER 2013

• Advance copies to trade publications

• Review copy mailing to general interest, food, and beverage publications

• Outreach to tea and beverage writers at daily newspapers 

• Digital outreach to beverage and brew blogs and websites 

• Pitch for holiday/gift guide roundups

• Big-mouth mailing to restaurant managers with extensive tea selections

• Included in the Holiday landing page for Gift Books and Culinary Titles

Photographer Fabio Petroni specializes in portraits and still lifes. Over the years he has 
photographed leading Italian celebrities, and he now works with top advertising agencies where 
he handles the publications of some important Italian brands. His books with White Star include 
Horses: Master Portraits, Mutt’s Life!, Cocktails, and Supercats! He lives and works in Milan. 

Gabriella Lombardi attended university in Granada, Spain, where she became enamored of 
tea and its rituals thanks to the city’s numerous teterias or tearooms. When she returned to Italy, 
Gabriella worked as an advertising sales agent until, in 2010, she realized her dream by opening 
the Chà Tea Atelier, the first shop in Milan specializing in the tasting and sale of quality tea. She 
regularly visits China to learn more about the art of tea making and to increase her expertise 
in the cultures where this extraordinary beverage originated. Tea Sommelier is her first book. 
Gabriella lives and works in Milan. 

To order book, scan here
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